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Are You Interested In Knowing More About Crystals?Would You Like To Know The Healing Powers

They Possess? This book will give you a quick understanding of some of the uses of the more

common crystals you can find.For thousands of years, crystals have held a sacred and honored

place among those who seek spiritual enlightenment, transformation, peace, and powerWith this

book, youâ€™re going to get a quick look at some of the more common crystals that youâ€™ll find at

any local crystal shop and what they represent to those looking to do chakra work, meditation, or

just carry them with them.There are limitless possibilities when it comes to crystals and the power

they provide. Let this book be the first step on an adventure of a lifetime as you experiment and

study the unseen truths of the world. Watch your life transform through the power and energy of

crystals and see what secrets you can unlock. Learn...CHAPTER ONE: What You Should Know Up

FrontCHAPTER TWO: Agate Crystals And Healing StonesCHAPTER THREE: ite Crystals And

Healing StonesCHAPTER FOUR: Amethyst Crystals And Healing StonesCHAPTER FIVE:

Aventurine Crystals And Healing StonesCHAPTER SIX: Carnelian Crystals And Healing

StonesCHAPTER SEVEN: Chrysocolla Crystals And Healing StonesCHAPTER EIGHT: Citrine

Crystals And Healing StonesCHAPTER NINE: Fluorite Crystals And Healing StonesCHAPTER

TEN: Garnet Crystals And Healing StonesCHAPTER ELEVEN: Hematite Crystals And Healing

StonesCHAPTER TWELVE: Howlite Crystals And Healing StonesCHAPTER THIRTEEN: Jade

Crystals And Healing StonesCHAPTER FOURTEEN: Jasper Crystals And Healing

StonesCHAPTER FIFTEEN: Labradorite Crystals And Healing StonesCHAPTER SIXTEEN: Lapis

Lazuli Crystals And Healing StonesCHAPTER SEVENTEEN: Malachite Crystals And Healing

StonesCHAPTER EIGHTEEN: MoonstoneCrystals And Healing Stones CHAPTER NINETEEN:

Peridot Crystals And Healing StonesCHAPTER TWENTY: Quartz Crystals And Healing

StonesCHAPTER TWENTY-ONE: Topaz Crystals And Healing StonesWould You Like To Know

More? Scroll back up to the top and click the orange "But It Now" button and Download "Crystals

And Healing Stones A Beginners Guide To Crystals Their Uses And Healing PowersTags: crystal

healing for beginners, spirituality, Crystal Healing For Beginners, Crystals, Chakras, Spirituality,

Healing, Alternate Therapy, Reiki, Meditation, Crystal Guide, Healing Crystals, Crystal Therapy,

Healing Stones, Healing With Crystals
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Crystals and Healing Stones is a really great introduction to the powers of all natural crystals. My

daughters have found a passion for this and I'm just learning. And this book has inspire me to want

to learn more!It's informational, well written and offers great insight into the powers with these

healing stones.I really enjoyed learning from this book and you will too! Well Done!

As someone who wanted to brush up on crystal use, and as a writing coach, I believe the writing

coach won. Each crystal, with chakra, meditation and carrying effects took up less than one page. I

could make a proofreading list where I identify several errors in each paragraph. The author seemed

to find complicated word choices when a simpler word would work. There were many typos,

formatting, spelling, sentence structure issues, repetition and much more. The biggest concern I had

was the author gave no distinctive description of the stones. Without using the full page, there was

room to describe the stone and characteristics.I gave it 2 stars as it did meet the quality of a

"Beginner's Guide"

Great read about crystals as well as the different healing crystal ability. This book has been very

helpful and gives a great introduction to crystal healing.I find this book Very informative and a must



read for all who wants to know about crystals and their healing powers. A lot of information packed

into this book I would highly recommend it to anyone interested with crystals healing.

This is an Awesome Collection Book of Crystals.For me, this is an Amazing Book. Actually, this is

the first time I've read about Crystals, and I'm actually curious about it, because one of my friends

bring crystals everyday, and I'm wondering why she does that. In this book, I've come to realize the

powers of these crystals. I have now a wonderful knowledge about crystals.Thanks to Michele

Gilbert for this wonderful book.Michele has done an amazing job in creating these collections of

Crystals, telling us what those crystals mean, how it can help us with our daily lives, and how we

can dispel negative energies around us.Among all the crystals that are included in the book, these

are the ones I would like to try:- ites - because it's cleansing mental worry and troubles, and it builds

better friendships- Jade - because Michele says that this crystal, is for 'love'- Jasper - because it

can make you be calm, relax, and safeThere are so many crystals that you can choose from in this

book, whether you want leadership, for travel, courage, abundance, and many more, there is a right

crystal for you.I highly recommend this book to everyone who wants to know more about crystals,

what they can do to our lives, and how it can give us positive energies and dispel the negative

one.With that, I'd highly give Michele Gilbert and Crystals a Very Amazing and High 5-Star.

The book has listed and described in depth of the specific crystal stones that have been presented

in this book, there is a lot for me to take in as am a beginner and with the stones like the Carnelian

Crystals, Fluorite Crystals, Howlite Crystals and a lot more and each with its purpose.

For a large number of years, precious stones have held a consecrated and regarded place among

the individuals who look for profound illumination, change, peace, and forceWith this book, you're

going to get a snappy take a gander at a portion of the more normal gems that you'll discover at any

nearby gem shop and what they speak to those hoping to do chakra work, reflection, or simply

convey them with them.There are boundless conceivable outcomes with regards to precious stones

and the force they give. Give this book a chance to be the initial step on an experience of a lifetime

as you investigation and study the concealed truths of the world.

I have read this book one more time. This book is about crystal healing . There are a lot of different

ways to utilize them .This book is all about helping people discover the fascinating method of crystal

healing. It introduces to chakras and what they are as well as the many benefits that different



crystals can have. This book is aimed specifically at beginners, which means it's written in a way

that is easy to grasp and understand. I recommend this book.!! I would definitely recommend this

book to anyone just starting out, or even to anyone just looking for a different viewpoint. It's a quick

but educational read. I enjoyed it. :)

The book goes through crystals healing facts, in depth attributes, programming, cleansing,

techniques for healing use. It also has a chapter on uses with basic mediation techniques, which

was very helpful. This book has exceeded my expectations so very much!! There's a lot of good

information in this book in a very easy to read format. It's very well organized, making it easy to read

from beginning to end as well as easy to find specific crystals or uses. This is great for anyone that

is new to crystal healing, and those that are well versed in crystal healing. This book has exceeded

my expectations so very much!!
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